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General Trouble Shooting Guide for  

Mydoprint-29 Ink Cartridges 

Your Printer, Ink and Media are interdependent and one or more problems with either can 

result in poor quality output, using quality Ink and media reduces these potential issues to a 

minimum. The following is an overview of potential issues which can occur and what can be 

done to investigate and resolve the problem. 

Banding 
Two forms of banding can occur; horizontal and vertical with horizontal being the most 

common. 

Horizontal Banding 
This banding occurs as a consistent, straight, horizontal lines on prints running in the 

direction of the print head. The banding can be lighter or darker in density depending on the 

cause.  

Vertical Banding 
This banding occurs as a vertical line which runs in the opposite direction of the print head 

and looks very different from horizontal banding. Vertical banding tends to be less defined 

and appears wider, softer in appearance and not as straight as horizontal banding.  

There are five primary causes for horizontal banding on prints from inkjet printers 

1. Nozzle clogs. 

2. Miss-aligned print heads. 

3. Low quality print settings. 

4. Incorrect paper thickness settings.  

5. Data transfer. 

 

Nozzle Clogs is normally the most common cause of banding and print quality issues. 
 

Nozzle Clogs  
Banding from nozzle clogging usually shows up as lighter and off colour horizontal lines 
running through the print. Depending on the severity of the clogs and in which colours they 
occur in, the lines may not run the entire width of the print. Nozzle clogs can not only cause 
banding but also cause colour shifts in your prints.  
 
Nozzle clogs can be caused by several things; 

1. Dusty environment, can also be cause by paper dust from the media being used or 
blunt cutter knifes not giving a clean sharp cut to the media. 

2. Non-use of the printer, printers left standing for long periods may experience ink 
drying out on the head, wiper blades or pads used to keep the head clean. 

3. Malfunctioning print head.  
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If banding occurs, the first test to run is a nozzle check which is done from the Printer 
maintenance menu.  Each colour will print a series of “stair step” lines which indicates 1 
nozzle an example of the nozzle check is below; 
 
 
 

Nozzle Check Pattern 

 
 

If one or more of the colour steps are missing or not fully printed, banding can occur  
 
If you see any missing lines, run a clean and then repeat the Nozzle Check. 
 
Noritsu Printers have three levels of cleaning, equivalent to a light (1), medium (2) or 
extreme (3) clean.  
The majority of missing lines can be resolved by using level 1 or 2 cleans, a level 3 has to be 
done via the maintenance menu and may require a manufacturer password / code to access 
and run. 
The printer runs a level 1 clean for approximately 2-3 minutes, level 2 clean 8-10 minutes 
and level 3 clean 12-14 minutes. After it finishes run another nozzle check and verify that all 
the lines are present. 
 
Miss-Aligned Print Heads  
This is the second most common cause of banding and is usually because a head alignment 
was never done on the printer or the printer was physically moved (in a vehicle) to another 
location. Also, if you did the head alignment from the software instead of the front of the 
printer you can still get banding as the alignment from the software is not as comprehensive 
as the one from the printer itself. Banding from misaligned heads usually shows up as darker 
and off colour horizontal lines running through the print.  
 
 
Low Quality Print Settings  
Choosing a lower quality print setting in your driver or RIP software can also cause banding. 
This banding is usually more pronounced and in wider bands (1/8 inch) compared to other 
types of banding. While printing in lower quality settings speeds things up and uses less ink, 
it also tends to cause banding, always try to run at the highest dpi for optimum output.  
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Incorrect Paper Thickness Settings  
When very thin or very thick media is used, and the printer is not “told” this, banding can 
occur. This type of banding, like banding from miss-aligned heads, usually shows up as 
darker and off colour horizontal lines running through the print, in addition paper slippage 
may occur if the media is too thin or jams if too thick 
 
 
Data Transfer from Computer to Printer 
Poor quality / damaged cabling between the computer and the printer cause data to be 
transferred at insufficient speed which could result in missing pixels or banding, in addition if 
the computer has not been regularly maintained in terms of clearing out temporary internet 
files / log files etc. the print spooler may run slowly and cause data transfer interruption. 
 
Vertical Banding / Streaks in one or more colours 

1. Print head location sensor maybe faulty, consult Service Manual / Engineer. 
2. Print head drive band maybe dirty and require cleaning, consult Service Manual / 

Engineer. 
 

Cartridge Issues 
Cartridge issues are rare but can occur despite all the quality checking carried out prior to 
shipping. 
 
Visible damage to Cartridge 
Contact your Dealer / supplier 
 
Chip / Cartridge not recognised. 
The following steps should help in rectifying an issue if it occurs; 

1. Remove cartridge and check the chip is present and not damaged. 
a. If damaged or missing – contact, you Sales Agent. 

2. Occasionally the metallic contacts on the chip can get a slight oxide coating due to 
the environment and take on a dull appearance. 

a. A light scratch with an eraser or finger nail should be sufficient to restore 
contact. 

3.  If the “Cartridge Not Present Message” continues. 
a. Remove the cartridge. 
b. Power down the printer and computer its connected to, then turn off at the 

power socket. 
c. Switch back on and when requested, reinsert the cartridge which should then 

be recognised. 
4. Older printers can suffer from wear of the pin contacts in the printer which causes 

the cartridge not to be recognised, a very slight pull of the cartridge until a click is 
heard which indicates the printer has accepted the cartridge and started to 
pressurise it. 
 

If the cartridge still fails to be Recognised/Register, contact your dealer/supplier. 
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Cartridge air pressure error 
This can occur when the internal membrane surrounding the ink bladder becomes detached 
from the cartridge body, this prevents the cartridge being pressurised and pushing the ink to 
the print head. 
This can occur when a New cartridge is inserted, the printer either fails to pressurise or gives 
a low pressure error message. (It is very rare for a cartridge to fail midway through use due 
to a membrane failure)   

1. Check the last cartridge inserted and if a spare is available swap out. 
2. Occasionally the cartridges can be knocked or disturbed which results in this error, 

power down the printer, remove each cartridge in turn and push back in place. Then 
switch the printer on. 

If the problem persists, contact your dealer / supplier for a replacement 
 
No Ink delivered to print head 
This can occur when the internal valve is stuck closed or an air lock is present behind the 
valve. 
To check, lay the cartridge on its back on a sheet of newspaper and using a small needle / 
toothpick surrounded by a tissue gently push the ball bearing which seals the ink back until a 
small flow of ink appears on the tissue. – Wear gloves as a precaution to prevent staining of 
the skin. 
Re-insert into the printer and wash hands to remove any ink and dispose of paper / needle 
safely.  
If the problem is not resolved, Contact your dealer / supplier. 
 
Ink Issue 
If a cartridge empty message appears during a print run and a new cartridge is inserted, it 
may occur that the image/picture being printed is not completed properly and subsequent 
images as well once a new cartridge is inserted. 
If this does happen, the print data being sent to the printer may have become corrupted due 
to the stopping and inserting of the new cartridge, in this instance it’s advisable to purge the 
print queue / print spooler on the computer of all images waiting to be printed and reboot 
the printer. 
 
Storage of Cartridges 
Cold Storage 
Aqueous based inks by their description are water / dye based inks which in have a wide 
tolerance too cold, but extreme temperatures may cause the ink to freeze and if this occurs 
it is not recommended to use the cartridge even once it has thawed out as its possible 
separation of the ink may have occurred which will damage the printer / head. 
 
High Temperature 
Aqueous based inks are extremely stable and able to withstand extremes of heat for periods 
of time without any degradation of quality. It is recommended that conditions of storage as 
defined in our published Technical Datasheets are followed to ensure no quality issues 
occur. 
 
 
 


